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883 - MARKET DEVELOPMENT FUND ALLOCATION
Manufacturers use this transaction set to inform brokers or retailers/wholesalers how to allocate 
funds in a market development program.

884 - MARKET DEVELOPMENT FUND SETTLEMENT
Communicates settlement information about a single market development fund event.

886 - CUSTOMER CALL REPORTING
Enables a broker or manufacturer to communicate information pertinent to a retail store, such 
as store and product condition, allocation of shelf space, marketing programs in effect, and so 
on.

891 - DEDUCATION RESEARCH REPORT
Sellers use this transaction set to request information about a deducation from an invoice. Sell-
er’s agent or buyers use it to provide details required to resolve deducation amounts.

940 - WAREHOUSE SHIPPING ORDER
Depositors use this to request that a warehouse make a shipment, confirm a shipment, or mod-
ify or cancel a previously transmitted shipping order.

943 - WAREHOUSE STOCK TRANSFER SHIPMENT ADVICE
Depositors or their agents use this to notify the recipient that a transfer shipment has been 
made, or to specify a receiving location and detail information about product being shipped.

944 - WAREHOUSE STOCK TRANSFER RECEIPT ADVICE
Used by a receiving location to inform a depositor that a transfer shipment has been received. 
This transaction set can also be used to give the depositor detail information about product that 
has been received.

945 - WAREHOUSE SHIPPING ADVICE
Used by the warehouse to advise the depositor that shipment was made, or to reconcile order 
quantities with shipment quantities.
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947 - WAREHOUSE INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT ADVICE
Used to inform a warehouse/depositor of a quantity or status change to inventory records, or to 
provide detail information regarding the internal adjustments that occur between a warehouse 
and a depositor.

990 - RESPONSE TO A LOAD TENDER
Provides general information relative to a specific shipment, or as a response to a Motor Carrier 
Load Tender Transaction Set (204) that was used as a load tender.
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